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 This project is "this access/Beep function" which deals with having more 

than one input and only one specified input will generate an output. 

 

Preparation: 

 

  Before starting to write the Lustre code we should setup the Lustre 

library and set a pointer toward it by modifying the path, keeping these 

steps in a file called setenv (saved in the lustre directory) where will 

call it every time we want to use lustre program so we call it using the 

command "source setenv" (The file is attached with the other files in the 

link). 

 

Lustre Part: 

 

  Starting in the Lustre code I wrote the code of the node, where it will 

take 3 inputs "in1, in2 and in3". Only the first input will result a Beep 

sound (in fact having a true value in the flow if the first input will 

give that result) while clicking the other two inputs will result no 

change. 

  I specified main property for the Beep functions which is the Test 

value that if it is true then a beep sound will be generated. 

  To verify this node, I made the test on the Input flow. 

  To run the lustre code I used the following command: 

"luciole thisaccess.lus thisaccess" 

This will run the graphical terminal to test the code and will give the 

"thisaccess.ec" file that I used it later to generate the C code files. 

No to check the "False/True" property I used the command: 

"lesar thisaccess.lus verify" 

 

Generate the C code: 

 

  From the obtained "thisaccess.ec" we will generate the C code by using 

the command: 

"ec2c thisaccess.ec"  

This will give the "thisaccess.c" and "thisaccess.h" files which will 

both be used later for creating the dll file. 

I also used the command: 

"ec2c -loop thisacces.ec" 

in order to get the file "thisaccess_loop.c" which contains the main of 

our program that will be useful later. 

 

Generate the Dll: 

 

  Using the Cpp program in order to create the dll, opening a new project 

in the type Dll, and importing the “.c” and “.h” we’ve already got from 

the Lustre part, we notice the we have a function “thisaccess_O_test” is 

called externally but it has no code to implement; so we have to specify 

this code in a new file in order to be called. 

 



  This code is implemented in the file “thisaccess_O_teset.c” and some 

changes are done to the two main files already obtained: “thisaccess.h” & 

“thisaccess.c”. Then I saved the project and compiled it and obtain the 

dll which I called “thisaccessDll.dll”. 

 

Generating the Beancode: 

 

  This is done using the SharpDevelop where the already created  Dll is 

to be placed in the Lib inside the SharpDevelop program and the code of 

the solution to be modified and it is included in the attached link. 

 

The Last part which is the Beep component. We first use the Service 

Author where I specified the state variables and the actions. (Note that 

input and the Output by a right clicking on the name of the action 

modified or created). 

After saving it, I used the Inter Device Builder where on the Root device 

I added a new device ( using the .xml file) 

I specified a new service name and a service type and ID and save it as a 

.UPNPsg. 

Then after that I exported the device stack and targeted the platform C# 

then changed the Name Space and generated the Code. 

The modification is done on the C# code. 

 

To use my dll and the created Beep node and to apply the this acces Beep 

function, I tried the program and connected the components and obtained 

the following results: 

By checking (enabling) only the first input I got at the output 400 (the 

test value already specified): 

 
 



The second test was by enabling 2 inputs at the same time and the result 

was also 400 since the enabling the second input will not change the 

value at the output: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And the 3
rd
 test was by enabling the 3 inputs at the same time, the 

result also was 400 since only the first input give a value at the 

output: 

 


